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It’s no secret: Construction sucks. And if you think it’s bad for shoppers, it’s often worse for business owners. In a survey and at 
public meetings, business owners expressed to the City of East Lansing’s Downtown Management Board that they were 
struggling. The DMB, also called Downtown East Lansing, engaged Piper & Gold’s help to build off of – and draw attention and 
traffic to – the popular annual East Lansing Art Festival by turning construction into community art. Art EL: A Downtown Takeover 
was designed as an innovative extension of the festival by activating spaces and empowering businesses, driven by the 
community and its visitors.  
 
Research/Background 
With a budget of $2,000 and about three weeks to make an impact, we knew we had to get innovative. A mad dash 
brainstorming session to research and draw inspiration from other communities, birthed the notion of #ArtEL, a hard-to-
categorize effort to encourage and empower individual businesses to engage their customer bases in creating public art. Based 
on the research, we created a guide to generate installation ideas and steer locations. To make it happen, we worked with the 
city to temporarily relax rules about installations, and we worked with the city, businesses and volunteers to make new and 
innovative ideas feasible. 
 
Planning/Content 
With time and budget constraints (did we mention $2,000 and three weeks?), the effort was built primarily around social media, 
but it was far from a “social campaign.” Our real mission was to activate people to participate in the creation and consumption of 
public art, bringing them downtown in the process. 
 
The outreach campaign to promote #ArtEL targeted visitors who may be staying away because of construction, local residents, 
and the customers of the businesses of Downtown EL. The last audience was something new for the EL team to consider — 
thinking about how we amplify THROUGH the businesses for a broader reach than Downtown EL itself could achieve. Our goals 
were threefold: Bring people downtown, engage businesses, raise visibility for the East Lansing Art Festival. 
 
Execution 
Collaboration was at the core of this effort. We created public art opportunities in partnership with developers, city construction 
teams and the Michigan State University Broad Art Lab to beautify the construction materials and turn them into art. We also 
created a logo to reflect that collaboration and provide consistent branding and identification, with the colors telling a story of the 
businesses, collaboration, residents and the impact of construction. 
 
We generated ideas, helped coordinate and highlighted a series of eight events pulled together to engage people in public art and 
generate excitement for the East Lansing Art Festival, ranging from a Fiber Art Park hosted by a local yarn shop to a Pinwheel 
Field (a favorite of the kids!) outside the downtown Marriott. Downtown visitors received a walking map and signage showcased 
Downtown EL businesses and #ArtEL hosts. 
 
One particular “installation” was the Homegrown Art project — a residential “free pass to make your windows, front porch, flag 
poles, mailboxes and homes into art.” In a college town with highly restrictive regulations surrounding buildings and residences, 
encouraging 25 neighborhoods and 13 square miles of residents to celebrate art and the East Lansing Art Festival was a first for 
community engagement and arts amplification in East Lansing. 
 
And it worked. 
● Downtown East Lansing’s Facebook page created seven events reaching 6.6K people and garnering 476 event responses. 
● Seven different local businesses hosted or co-hosted their own public art events in addition to those hosted by 

Downtown East Lansing and the City of East Lansing. Each event brought people downtown outside the art festival dates, 
and entertained visitors during. 

● 25 neighborhoods spanning 13 square miles of East Lansing were encouraged to get artsy with the exteriors, windows 
and other aspects of their residences in the spirit of #ArtEL and the East Lansing Art Festival, raising visibility for the festival 
itself with thousands of local residents. 

● Consistently, communication emphasized the connection between #ArtEL and the East Lansing Art Festival. And 
though brand confusion is usually a BAD thing in our biz, this is one time we were thrilled to see it. Anecdotally, we noticed 
people didn't seem to know where #ArtEL began and the East Lansing Art Festival ended, which we thought spoke to the 
power of this campaign and its capacity to raise the visibility of the festival. 


